The Kandarian Organic Farms Promise
Each day we celebrate sustainability on our small but mighty organic farm here on California’s Central Coast. We are proud to provide the finest new crops of organic heirloom grains, legumes, and seeds direct to chefs, bakers, and gourmet food suppliers. Kandarian Organic Farms is also one of very few domestic producers of organic fennel and dill pollens, and grows a diverse selection of herbs, spices, and botanicals. No funny business. No middle men. We believe in simple, healthful, local, unprocessed food, direct from our fields surrounding stores and kitchens.

What does this job entail?
• social media outreach
• marketing and basic accounting
• intrinsically lead research
• email correspondence
• community building

What we’re looking for.
• Part time employee at $10/hr
• Proficiency in Microsoft office
• Willingness to learn various computer programs and applications
• Summer availability
• PC friendly user
• Ability to work remote and in office

Who would flourish?
Our small team has come to learn that in order to enjoy ‘work’, we’ve got to remind ourselves of the vision that is actually being upheld here. Someone who has the mindset and passion for the bounty that our farm reaps is ideal. With the pace of KOF picking up, the ability to prioritize work, manage time effectively, and handle stress in a healthy manner has become essential, and rightfully so as the buzz continues. Guidance and mentorship will be given as you create and contribute to our workplace. That said though, having a self-starter attitude will quicken the bloom of the ideas we hope you share here. What helps? Honesty, punctuality, and interpersonal skills.

Warmly,
Larry F. Kandarian
larry@kandarianorganicfarms.com